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Q:  What role does the union play in your life? 

JK:  I think that it plays a significant role on many levels. I've been a part of the execuBve board 

now for over ten years. So I have a level of responsibility within the union where I'm in a 

posiBon where I can now mentor a lot of newer members, new nurses, make decisions on their 

behalf, and parBcipate in some of the processes that we have in place to represent our 

members. I sBll appreciate and uBlize the support we get from the union in my workplace as a 

grassroots member as well. We're all dealing with the uncertainty and the excessive number of 

changes that have been brought to our work environment because of COVID. As we all work 

together to understand how this impacts us personally for safety and the paBents we're caring 

for, we look to the union for guidance. We find ourselves in a place where we're so focused on 

providing our paBent care and making sure we have the right supplies, such as PPE, to do the 

care we need to do, and we really rely on the union to do the background work to ensure that 

we are safe and we have someone to speak up for us and ensure our employer is implemenBng 

safety measures that are appropriate. …  I sBll remember the day-- it was a Saturday actually--, 

when we were surprised to find a manager show up to our unit that day and say, as of this 

moment right now, please wear a mask all the Bme; please wear eyewear. It insBlled a level of 

fear in us. We were just mandated to use new levels of PPE without a lot of educaBon brought 

to us at the same Bme. We felt really in the dark and unsure of what was going on. When these 

changes are made instantly on a weekend, you don't have your immediate manager there or 

educators on the unit to support you and provide the informaBon. A lot of Bmes the employer 

would implement new measures without realizing we don't even have a lot of the supplies that 

they're saying are mandated now. So it created a lot of chaos. Thankfully, we were able to 

contact union members 24 hours a day and find some level of certainty and support in what I 

describe again and emphasize as a very chaoBc environment. 

Q:  As a new nurse right out of nursing school, were you aware of the union? 
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JK:  My exposure to the union prior to nursing school, just the union movement in general, was 

extremely limited. I didn't come from a family that worked with or really discussed unionism. In 

nursing school, I recall, looking back, it did not stand out to me at the Bme. During your studies 

you're focused on retaining all this informaBon and geWng the best marks you can. You have no 

idea what you're actually being set up for and what you're about to step into. But looking back 

now that you ask me that, I recall an LRO being invited out to one of our classes, and I think I 

recall him holding a collecBve agreement and showing us that this would be our contract. Of 

course, at that Bme we scrolled down the lines looking like, oh a new nurse makes this much an 

hour, and that's probably as much as my class would've paid a\enBon to this union 

representaBve. If I'm being honest, at that Bme I would've confused CARNA with UNA. 

Q:  What got you involved? 

JK:  I remember, when I was in school, it was a Bme when our nursing program didn't focus at all 

on resume building or interviews. I remember very vividly my last instructor saying, don't worry 

about that; if you have a pulse, you have a job in the nursing profession. You don't have to 

worry. I graduated and then Ducke\ came on the scene and there was what was called a hiring 

freeze. I probably applied for at least 50 jobs and I wasn't hearing anything back. It was 

devastaBng to me, because our nursing program had set us up to believe that the minute you 

graduate you would find a job, no problem. So I went through weeks and weeks of waiBng by 

the phone. I think out of the 50 plus applicaBons, I received two interview opportuniBes. Of 

those two I was thankfully successful on one of them. But it was a casual posiBon which may 

have led eventually to a temporary posiBon. But there was nothing permanent available to a 

new graduate at that Bme. There was really nothing with any significant amount of job security. 

I remember going to my union office. I'm really grateful now that I think about it, that I'm in a 

hospital where the union local execuBve are very accessible. I think that's a takeaway for me on 

reflecBon--if they hadn't been visual and vocal about meeBng new members, that opportunity 

may not have happened and it would've changed the course of my parBcipaBon with the union. 

But them being so accessible and present from the beginning of my acceptance… I worked for 

Alberta Health Services in my new job. I went to them with so many quesBons, thinking, okay, I 

thought I was going to have a permanent job. I don't. What are my rights as a temporary 
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worker? What do I need to worry about? I went with a long list of quesBons, and of course they 

were full of a lot of great answers and direcBon. I learned so much on each visit. I almost 

became a regular visitor in my local execuBve office. Because I naturally became knowledgeable 

about the collecBve agreement, and iniBally it was out of my own interest and wellbeing, they 

offered to send me to the AGM. I menBoned before that I didn't really know what that meant. 

They just said, here, you get paid; it's a great opportunity to learn as a new nurse. I thought, 

great. I like new opportuniBes, I like learning opportuniBes, and so far my experience with the 

union had been one that was especially supporBve in a Bme for me of a lot of uncertainty as a 

new grad not being able to find the job that I was promised. I a\ended my first AGM and I think 

it'll sBll bring up emoBon for me. It was just very inspiring. 

Q:  What was it about it that was inspiring? 

JK:  I think you don't understand the condiBons that nurses used to work in. . . For myself, there 

are just so many days when you go home aher a long day of work and think, hmm, I feel like 

there's a long list of things that didn't go well. You unfortunately, especially as a new nurse, 

think it's because you're not good enough: you need to do be\er; you need to be faster. It's 

some of the indirect messaging or narraBve you receive in your workplace. You need to work 

quicker, do be\er with less, and you need to be the change. It was incredible to be around a 

group of people that voiced that they had experienced the same thing as you. So you're not 

alone. It was inspiring to see and hear about the history of UNA where these people had been 

there before, they had felt the struggle, but together they made a significant change. I just 

found that incredibly inspiring. 

Q:  Was there a point at which you realized that had come about? 

JK:  I was just completely naïve to UNA's history. I didn't even know a lot about the strike. I 

personally went into nursing. I didn't have any nurses in my family, I didn't know anyone. Not 

only is it the camaraderie of the nurses going up to the mike and sharing their stories, it's 

incredible to have nurses from all over the province in one room. My experience is primarily in 

an urban centre in a large hospital. I have no idea what it's like to be a rural nurse who is up in a 
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community with less supports than I have. I think it's important to hear those stories and it 

changes you and evokes emoBon in you. But it also is so interesBng that, despite how different 

our workplaces might be, we share this common thread of issues that you realize we're 

determined to change together. That's inspiring. The AGM is a great opportunity for UNA has 

always had educaBon pieces as part of the business, whether it be a presentaBon or a video 

that's provided. I just took it all in. I had no idea how poliBcal--I was naïve to how poliBcal the 

whole healthcare issues are. I think I went into the AGM thinking I had built up this set of skills 

to provide care at a bedside and I was valuable in that sense. I walked out of the AGM knowing 

that I was feeling inspired, and it felt incredible that I can also make a difference along with the 

other nurses in my profession by making some posiBve change for paBent care and Albertans in 

general. That's powerful; it felt so powerful. 

Q: Tell me when you first learned about the strikes in UNA's history. 

JK:  I feel that there's definitely a significant risk of newer nurses not understanding or valuing 

what we currently have as part of our UNA contract. If you don't know UNA's history, you don't 

know where we've come from. That was one of the most impackul things for me, was learning 

how li\le nurses made, how li\le their iniBal contracts would've included clauses for speaking 

out on behalf of paBents and the quality of care that they get, and the pushback that nurses 

once received for even wanBng that in their contract, and the amount of work that was put into 

geWng to where we are today. I think I heard one parBcular story about a nurse--she brought 

her child to the line and said, well if you're going to arrest me, you have to take my child as well. 

And they did. I think there are a lot of nurses that don't understand how much was invested in 

geWng to where we are today. 

Q:  Were you surprised to learn how recently these things have happened, not necessarily only 

in UNA history, but in Alberta history? 

JK:  When I hear about the stories, I find myself thinking, where was I in that year? The fact is I 

was around and these things were happening around me. I didn't realize they were happening 
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around me. But it is important to note that this was less than a few decades ago that this was 

going on and these significant changes were happening. 

Q:  Is it fair to say that had it not been for the union nurses might now be where they were 30 

years ago? 

JK:  I can't see us being where we are now compared to 30 years ago without the union. It 

requires a force. . . It requires the organizaBon of the nurses to do this together. The strength 

came from doing it collecBvely and it being organized and strategic. It was the right thing to do. 

SomeBmes in the hardest of Bmes the right thing is achievable but you need someone to help 

you along the way and strategize that for you. I think that's what the union has provided for 

nurses: they kind of paved the way for the grassroots members to achieve what they know is 

right. 

Q:  What learnings from that knowledge of history will you bring into your work now? 

JK:  I think how learning about UNA's history is most important for me is to, well I personally 

value where we're at in a way I had not before in terms of our rights within the collecBve 

agreement, and feeling that safety that we're provided with in terms of speaking up in the 

workplace. I think that I am at a place now where I can offer mentorship to nurses who may not 

understand or know anything about strike history within our profession, the collecBve 

agreements, the advances with negoBaBons. I think I am extremely moBvated to share that 

history. I believe that you don't know, I'm tripping up… but you don't know what you don't 

know. I want to help share and spread that informaBon amongst members in my workplace, and 

I imagine there’ll be some as moBvated as I am to learn more about it. I think when the Bme 

comes where we're asked to make a decision about what we're going to do and stand for in this 

round's negoBaBons, I think it's important for the members to be informed. Informed means 

having a good understanding of UNA's past and history.  

Q:  Is it important for nurses to keep pushing back? 
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JK:  I think not only have we been technically in our extended rounds of--I guess I should say it 

like this. Not only have we been without a new collecBve agreement for a number of months, 

we're also all under the burden created by COVID. I think knowing UNA's history, knowing that 

people have been in this chaoBc, desperate place in the past, but have achieved some really 

wonderful posiBve outcomes for nursing wages, nursing work condiBons, and most importantly 

the quality of care that we can provide at the bedside, I think it's important to remember that 

and share these stories amongst the staff right now that are burnt out and might be at that 

point of feeling hopeless. It might just spark a li\le bit of hope in people in a Bme when we can 

all use a li\le bit more hope. 

Q:  Are there any COVID stories you'd like to share? 

JK:  The most obvious effects of COVID are the people working on the COVID units – the ICUs 

that are maxed out in terms of resources. But I think it's important to recognize it's affecBng 

everyone. For me personally, it's been the Bniest of interacBons. At the very beginning, for 

example, I remember I was told by someone in a posiBon of authority that if I was going to use 

one more N95 mask that I was going to be reported to a higher level of management, and 

quesBoning my judgment. There were a lot of ways that you felt not in control at any point 

during this experience with COVID. You don't feel that you have a lot of control in this 

environment. You want to be informed. We've been trained to make evidence-based decisions, 

and the evidence is new and ever-changing. We want to stay safe, ulBmately at the end of the 

day. That Bny interacBon of almost being threatened, because I wanted to provide the care to 

my paBent, doing it in the most safe manner, that leh me feeling extremely unsupported and 

fearful in my workplace, which is just a level of stress you don't need in what is already a 

stressful environment. So that stands out to me as to what it was like iniBally, and that has led 

to what I'm thankful for: mulBple discussions between the employer and the union to, for the 

most part, be on the same page about what is acceptable for PPEs and ensuring that our nurses 

have access to it. That is one story that sBcks with me. Now fast forward many months later. I'm 

personally just feeling like there's no break. Obviously we're being asked and someBmes even 

mandated to work double the length of shih you would normally work. That affects your 

homelife. I've personally had to pay a babysi\er to stay the night with my daughter, which is 
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new for me. I also just think you don't get a break. Even on the few days that I have off, my 

phone is bombarded with messages from the employer, respeckully but sBll essenBally begging 

you to come to work on the only days that you do have off with your family. It's always in the 

back of your head; you can't help but wonder if your colleagues are struggling. We're human. 

We don't want to think about or know that our colleagues may be under a lot of stress doing 

work that is almost unmanageable, and you take that home with you. I just personally feel that I 

really haven't had much of a mental break from the idea of COVID, the burden of COVID in the 

hospital, and its effects on my specific workplace.  

Q:  Has the union been able to help with that at all? 

JK:  Absolutely. I think the union has done a good job of having--I think that they've been in 

touch with members or had opportuniBes to have discussion with members or leadership at the 

different sites on a more frequent basis. I think they do such a good job of sensing when people 

need extra support and adjusBng how much you reach out to the members, how many 

publicaBons to implement. Let's face it. We're in a Bme where a lot of people vent or spend a 

lot of Bme on social media. I think UNA has had a really posiBve impact by posBng supporBve 

messages and informaBon via social media as well. A member who may just feel like they've 

given their all, they don't want to seek out direct connecBon with the union in the more 

tradiBonal sense. They are sBll feeling supported and feeling like they have a place to get all the 

informaBon that they may require, through easier means as well.  

Q:  Is there anything else you'd like to talk about? 

JK:  EssenBally I hope that this year, this AGM is coming up I know, and the AGM as I menBoned 

was such a, it was my kind of segue into really becoming involved with the union. Not only that, 

but seeing that our profession is – I'm a registered nurse – I'm just so proud to be in this 

profession. IniBally I went in I think because, I'll be honest with you, I think a lot of people 

suggested that I do, because I'm female and I had a science background. It was a pre\y biased 

or stereotypical suggesBon. I knew that we cared a lot for paBents and had a lot to give at the 

bedside. But I'm so proud now to be part of an organizaBon that's capable of having an impact 
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on so many levels in society. I hope that this AGM coming up, although it's not in person, I hope 

that we can reach out to members who may be struggling, may be looking for those educaBonal 

or moBvaBonal pieces and experiences and connecBons with other nurses across the province 

so that they know that they're not alone. We're going to fight together and make a posiBve 

change.  

END 
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